We can no longer tolerate government 'CORPORATIONS'
BECAUSE THEY DO NOT WORK FOR THE PEOPLE!

INCORPORATED
From Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars:
"Thus, a nation becomes divided into two very distinct parts, a docile sub-nation (great silent majority)
and a political sub-nation. The political sub-nation [corporate government] remains attached to the
docile sub-nation [the public], tolerates it, and leaches its substance until it grows strong enough to
detach itself and then devour its parent."
(pg 40)
Most folks know that their city is incorporated. Even government employees do not deny this reality. However,
most folks don't know that their county and state governments are also corporations. In fact all government
agencies are corporations as well. This is easy to verify by looking them up on Dun and Bradstreet.com.
The employees of all of these government entities gloss over this fact however, claiming they have to be a
corporation to do business. The problem is that they can't generate profit for their own corporation and be public
servants at the same time. Conflicts of interest become the norm, not the exception, and the people loose
representation.
The following demonstrates how government-corporations serve their own corporation first and foremost . . . at
the expense of the general public. These government-corporations have essentially become parasites on the
people they claim to serve.
1)
CAFR accounts
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report accounts are common with corporate-government entities. These
somewhat hidden accounts are often referred to as rainy day funds. The public has no control over the size of
these funds or the way they can be used. Meanwhile many corporate-governments continue to pass their own
'rules' (statutes) and tax levies to increase their revenue stream.
2)
Decide their own salaries
In most instances the corporate-government determines how much its employees are paid. They can also decide
to create new jobs for their own institutions. As with all corporations, government corporations have adopted
the "growth" paradigm.

3)
Unlimited ability to create rules, fines and fees
When cities pass statutes (rules) that levy fees and fines, the general public is coerced into paying more for
services they never requested. And, most municipal corporate charters do not include a limit on the number of
new rules that can be created. These new rules don't necessarily serve the best interests of the community. This
rule making power encourages corruption as well. Rules and policies are established all of the time that benefit
large corporations over small locally owned businesses.
4)
Acceptance of 'political' federal-agenda grants (bribes)
The corporate-government also has the ability to sign contracts and accept money from the fourth
(unconstitutional) branch of the federal government: the 450 agencies now listed on the Federal Register under
the 'administrative' function of the Executive Branch. All of these so-called agencies are listed as corporations
on Dun and Bradstreet.
A great example is the bogus CO2 global warming scam. Climate actions plans are being implemented
throughout our country via federal grants. The American people were never consulted or asked to weigh in on
this bankster driven cap and trade scheme. even though 31,000 independent American scientists (see The
Global Warming Petition) have done their best to expose that there is no such thing as CO2 climate change. The
fourth branch of the US government (corporation) is funding massive changes to our economy and lifestyles via
the corporate-government-agency network.
Another good example is the establishment of "fusion centers" and militarized police forces. After 911, state,
county and local governments took grants for the construction of a police state. The money was accepted and
programs were instituted without any questioning of the 'official' 911 story which has been exposed as false for
many years. See: youtube - Building 7 - Gone in 7
5)
Eminent Domain
Corporate-governments claim the authority of "eminent domain". They decide, without permission from the
public, to acquire property from homeowners and sell it to commercial enterprises. Many times these profit
driven actions are done to benefit friends and/or campaign contributors.
6)
The two minute rule
The two minute rule is another great example of a non-representative corporate-government. Anyone who has
attended local city council, county commissioner or school board meetings was most likely told that there
would be time for public comment during the meeting. Commonly the public is told to hold their comments to
two minutes due to "time constraints". While the public attendees are allowed to speak for two minutes, they
cannot ask or have answered any legitimate questions. The current structure does not allow the city council, the
county commissioners or the school board members to publicly respond to questions. This structure allows them
to keep the details of their policies, motivations, and funding sources away from public scrutiny.
7)
Sell-out Contracts
Corporate-government employees can enter into contracts that actually harm the community and its population.
The mayor and city council members in one Indiana town signed a contract to permit garbage from Chicago to
be dumped in their community. The public was never consulted regarding the establishment of a new land fill in
their backyard and yet they were forced to live with it.
8)
Have their own propagandists
Way too many government 'entities' hire their own public relations people. This allows these corporations to
control what the public is told about their shady deals and put a spin on press releases to keep the public
confused and uniformed.

9)
Have their own legal council
Each corporate government has access to attorney services. Their employees don't have to pay for legal council
out of their own pockets. This makes it much easier to protect themselves from liability when they engage in
what the public would consider "wrong doing" or unlawful.
10)
Delphi Technique
These corporate governments are prone to manipulating the people via the Delphi Technique. Facilitators are
used to present new policies and/or programs for public comment. However, the outcomes are genially predetermined and open public discussion is avoided at all cost.
11)
City Manager and other city employees adopt policies independent of the elected City Council
As these corporate governments can write their own corporate charters they can make their own rules as to their
chain of command. The public is not asked to vote on the terms of these charters.
12)
No liability for harm and loss their policies cause
Bad government policies can and do cause significant losses to local businesses. The people do not vote on
these policies and the corporate-government does not reimburse the business men and women for the financial
harm these policies cause.
13)
Outsourcing jobs
The public has no input regarding the outsourcing of government jobs to out of state or multi-national
corporations. When this occurs, local government employees loose their jobs and the public has little or no
ability to control the bad service and high costs they are then forced to live with.

The current form of corporate-government is NOT representative government. It is a counterfeit for-profit
structure hiding behind a veil called government. The employees of these corporate entities should be
challenged at every turn. Our best hammer for exposing them and forcing them to be accountable is the
understand and application of the Clearfield Doctrine.
What the Clearfield Doctrine says is that when private commercial paper (the FEDERAL RESERVE NOTE) is
used by corporate government, then government loses its sovereignty status and becomes no different than a
mere private corporation. As such, government then becomes bound by the rules and laws that govern private
corporations which means that if they intend to compel an individual to some specific performance based upon
its corporate statutes or corporation rules, then the government, like any private corporation, must be the holderin-due-course of a contract or other commercial agreement between it and the one upon who demands for
specific performance are made. And further, the government must be willing to enter the contract or commercial
agreement into evidence before trying to get the court to enforce its demands, called statutes.
See Judge Says USA INC is just a corporate franchise network.
Statutes are not laws
They are merely the rules of the corporation for the corporation. The people however, can get hoodwinked into
their rules/regulations by unwittingly signing contracts with these counterfeit government entities.

